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ABOUT BITMINING LIMITED 

Bitmining Ltd, one of the safest crypto cloud mining platform, is thrilled 

to have launched a series of liquidity mining pools that leverage DeFi 

protocols and products to generate extremely high yields for its users 

who are eager to take a piece of pie from the trending DeFi projects. 

 

Bitmining Ltd has unbeatable features which include; Smart pools, 

High-quality DeFi projects, Audit by SlowMist, Expert team, Easy to join, 

Daily/weekly/monthly return, Ultra-high yield, 100BTC insurance fund. 

 

BENEFITS OF BITMINIGN LTD INVESTORS. 

Yield Farming 

It is okay for you not to know what 'yield farming' is, how it works, and 

still enjoy the high return from yield farming. Sit back and relax while 

BitMining does DeFi liquidity mining for you. 

 

https://bitminingltd.com/


 

 

Crypto mining 

Crypto mining is the process by which cryptocurrencies are released 

into circulation. Generally, mining requires the solving of 

computationally difficult puzzles in order to discover a new block, 

which is added to the blockchain. 

 

In contributing to the blockchain, mining adds and verifies transaction 

records across the network. For adding blocks to the blockchain, miners 

receive a reward in the form of a few cryptos; the reward is halved 

after every 210,000 blocks. 

 

BitMining Investment 

The Investment in BitMining Ltd can be done with either BITCOIN, 

ETHEREUM, LITECOIN ,TETHER USDT, TRON, BITCOIN CASH, RIPPLE or 

ANY OTHER CRYPTO CURRENCY... 

Each investment plan has a different plan status and demands a certain 

amount to start with, which differs from other plans and it also differs 

in the terms of their respective profit return 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

BITMINING LTD PLANS 

 

STARTER PLAN: Starts from minimum Investment of $500 and maximum Investment of $999.An 

Investor that wishes to earn from STARTER PLAN can withdraw both profit and capital after 24hours of 

Investment. And you Earn 5% Referral Bonus direct from the company. 

 

SILVER PLAN: Starts from minimum Investment of $1000 and maximum Investment of $4999.An 

Investor that wish to earn from SILVER PLAN can withdraw both profit and capital after 2 working days 

and able to top up and reinvest again. And you Earn 5%Referral Bonus direct from the company. 

 

GOLD PLAN: Starts from minimum Investment of $5000 and maximum Investment of $19500. An 

Investor that wishes to from earn PLANTIUM PLAN can withdraw both profit and capital after 5 working 

days. And you Earn 5% Referral Bonus direct from the company. 



 

 

 

PLATINUM PLAN: Starts from minimum Investment of $20000 and maximum Investment unlimited. An 

Investor that wish to earn from EXECUTIVE PLAN can withdraw both profit and capital after 30 days and 

will be receiving 25% on each weekly deposit you make. After your complete Investment amount, you 

will get 60% of your general amount you deposited. And you Earn 5%Referral Bonus direct from the 

company 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 


